
Sage ERP X3 with EDI Toolkit

Flexible Solutions For Your Business

THE PATH TO HIGH QUALITY, EFFICIENT OPERATIONS

With NexTec Group’s Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) Toolkit for Sage ERP X3, you will gain the ability to seamlessly 
integrate with your suppliers and customers, significantly reducing your lead times, inventory levels and manual 
processing errors. 

The Sage ERP X3 EDI Toolkit solution supports interaction directly with trading partners via FTP/AS2 and other data 
transport methods as well as via a Value Added Network (VAN). NexTec Group’s EDI Toolkit currently supports integration 
with the following VANs: SPS commerce, DI Central, The Camry Group, and True Commerce.

Additional functionality allows file-based remittance and 820 Payment Processing & Cash Application Matching, which 
drastically reduces the time required to match and clear large payments with many invoices and deductions.

REDUCE COSTS, INCREASE ACCURACY

Our EDI Toolkit provides the process-specific functionality 
of a traditional EDI system using the Sage ERP X3 Toolkit, 
including:

• Exchanging business data (e.g. purchase orders, 
invoices) electronically with your trading partners.

• Integrating seamlessly with and providing transparent 
insight into your ERP system (e.g. Sage ERP X3).

• Eliminating manual data entry and data processing 
tasks (e.g. order & invoice processing).

• Utilizing electronic documents to reduce lead times and 
speed up payment processes.

• Receiving early notification of upcoming orders to 
adjust production & inventory accordingly.

Beyond the EDI basics, our diverse toolkit can also help 
you with trade partner collaboration, customizable data 
transport processes, data exchange encryption, automated 
payment order processing and cash application matching.

CORE TRANSLATION AND MAPPING FUNCTIONALITY

The difficulty in interacting programmatically with your 
trading partners stems from linking together divergent data 
in a stable, repeatable and manageable way.  
 
 

The core of the NexTec EDI Toolkit for Sage ERP X3 is a 
number of applications that allow: 

• Simple configuration of data transport and default maps 
to one or many multiple networks and trading partners.

• Configuration of customer transactional maps direct 
or VAN with the ability to specify standard toolkit or 
modified specific processes and import maps.

• Configuration of customer cross reference data such as 
Units of Measure, SKUs, UPCs and Freight Methods.

INTERFACES TO VALUE ADDED NETWORKS

Collaborate and communicate effectively with your supply 
chain to establish reliable, long-term business relationship 
that help you win more sales. Ultimately, the health and 
performance of your supply chain can contribute directly to 
revenue growth and profit increase. The VAN integration 
into our EDI Toolkit also offers: 

• Total Compliance Management

• Point-of-Sale Collaboration

• Automated Order/Invoice Processing 

• Trade Partner Collaboration

• More Accurate Forecasting

• Advance Shipping Notification
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About NexTec Group

NexTec Group has an army of 
Food & Beverage Manufacturing 
and Distribution experts with 
an arsenal of resources that 
span from coast-to-coast, with 
offices in New Jersey, New York, 
Cleveland, Columbus, Houston, 
Southern California and the Pacific 
Northwest.

We take a value-oriented, practical 
approach to delivering IT solutions 
that have a direct impact on 
your operations and bottom line. 
NexTec Group has developed an 
excellent track record of defining 
and matching realistic timelines, 
expectations and budgets that our 
customers can trust and rely on.

DIRECT PARTNER INTEGRATION

Transporting your data securely to trade partners is no longer a concern with our 
EDI Toolkit integration. Integrating directly into your Sage ERP X3 system means 
one less transmission through another interface, eliminating a potential weak 
point in your secure data transportation chain. Through one-on-one customization,  
NexTec Group can configure specific trading partners to your EDI Toolkit, including 
set-up parameters to determine document delivery. Our EDI Toolkit gives you more 
with: 

• Digital Certification & Encryption

• Sender & Receiver Data Exchange

• Detailed Transaction Reporting

• Network Monitoring Services

• Data Back Up & Recovery

• Inspection & Authentication

820 DOCUMENT PROCESSING & CASH APPLICATION MATCHING

Direct integration with Sage ERP X3 provides direct transmission of the 820 
documents to your accounting system to simplify your cash receipts process. More 
importantly, our Cash Application Matching integration means the Sage ERP X3 
EDI Toolkit can automatically process your 820 documents, no manual payment 
or deduction mapping to invoices required. Our 820 Document Processing/Cash 
Application Matching integration into the EDI Toolkit helps to:

• Auto Process Documents/Data

• Increase A/R Accuracy

• Create Matching Rules

• Automate Deduction Coding

• Reduce Document Routing

• Automatically Extract Data 

This robust application can support a set Excel format, CSV format and text format 
as well as being able to parse and apply the Amazon eCommerce Remittance 
format all in a single platform.


